
 

MEDIASHOW 2006 

31 Marzo, 1 e 2 Aprile 
 

 “Mediashow” is a moment of reflection about the development and transformation of 
the contemporary world influenced by the Multimedia communication. The aim of 
the project is to compare teaching methodologies in the participating countries in the 
field of "sciences and technologies" and “educational multimedia in classrooms" in 
order to promote good practice in the use of information and communication 
technologies (at school education) 
In this context every year we have a meeting called "Mediashow " 
It is a sort of multimedia products show where everybody (teachers, industries, 
private and public establishments) is allowed to show his own work; moreover two 
hundreds students are involved in the Multimedia Olympic Games, a competition 
concerning multimedia education. In this way we mean to achieve two tasks: to 
encourage cooperation between states and promote the use of multimedia tools in the 
field of school education. 
The teachers involved in the project will be able to attend some lectures about 
teaching methodologies. 
 
For this event we expect the participation of the schools belonging to every country 
in the world: the Mediashow lasts 3 days, and it is so organized: 

! Workshop of multimedia works produced by the participating schools 
! Multimedia Olympiad 

This one is addressed to the students of High Schools that will confront about the 
production of an ipermedia. The test will last eight hours, the theme will be 
established by a Scientific commission presided by MIUR, Italian Education 
Ministry, and it will be communicated at the beginning of the test. 
The participating students will be allowed to use dedicated software’s supplied from 
us (FrontPage, Incomedia) and other habitually used by them, collections of images, 
Internet, on condition the author’s rights are respected. 
During the contest teachers can attend a workshop about themes regarding ICT. 
The event avails of the patronage and collaboration of Ministero dell’ Istruzione, 
UNESCO, Basilicata Region, University of Basilicata and of the commune of Melfi. 
It is provided ten prizes of the same values for the best ten works, three special prizes 
for the first, the second and the third winners and a certificate of participation for 
everybody. 
All the schools are invited to present works on a free theme for the workshop and to 
participate to the Olympiad with some students accompanied by a teacher (the 
participation and all the expenses except the travelling ones will be at our charge. 



For further information you can contact the teacher Orietta Laviano 
Address: Liceo Scientifico “Federico II di Svevia” 
Via Verdi 
85025 Melfi PZ  Italy 
Telephone N. 0039 97224434 
Fax 0039 97224435 
E-mail: mediashow@liceomelfi.it 
Url: www.mediashowliceomelfi.it 
 
 
 
 
 


